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Abstract
The term ‘tornado’ has been used in recent years to describe several solar phenomena, from
large-scale eruptive prominences to small-scale photospheric vortices. It has also been ap-
plied to the generally stable quiescent prominences, sparking a renewed interest in what his-
torically was called ‘prominence tornadoes’. This paper carries out an in-depth review of the
physical nature of ‘prominence tornadoes’, where their name subconsciously makes us think
of violent rotational dynamics. However, after careful consideration and analysis of the pub-
lished observational data and theoretical models, we conclude that ‘prominence tornadoes’
do not differ in any substantial way from other stable solar prominences. There is simply no
unequivocal observational evidence of sustained and coherent rotational movements in qui-
escent prominences that would justify a distinct category of prominences sharing the name
with the well-known atmospheric phenomenon. The visual impression of the column-like
silhouettes, the perceived helical motions, or the suggestive Doppler-shift patterns all have
a simpler, more likely explanation. They are a consequence of projection effects combined
with the presence of oscillations and/or counter-streaming flows. ‘Prominence tornadoes’
are thus just manifestations of the complex nature of solar prominences when observed in
specific projections. These coincidental viewing angles, together with the presence of fine-
structure dynamics and simple yet profoundly distorting projection effects, may sometimes
play havoc with our intuitive understanding of perceived shapes and motions, leading to the
incorrect analogy with atmospheric tornadoes.

Keywords Solar prominences · Observational diagnostics · Spectroscopy · Modelling

1 Introduction

Solar prominences are three-dimensional, dynamic and highly structured solar phenomena
that we can observe only in two-dimensional projections either above the solar limb or
against the solar disk. When we observe prominences as dark, absorbing structures against
the bright solar disk, we refer to them as filaments. We know that the plasma of prominences
is significantly cooler and denser than the surrounding coronal environment. This is possible
due to the presence of the prominence magnetic field that supports the dense prominence
material against gravity and insulates the cool plasma from the much hotter corona.
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However, the real nature of prominences is more complex than such a general description
can convey. First, the plasma of prominences is multi-thermal and multi-baric, ranging from
the coolest (<10,000 K), high-density cores of prominence fine structures to high coronal
temperatures and low pressures, forming a complex transition region. A complete under-
standing of this so-called Prominence-Corona Transition Region (PCTR) is still elusive and
the detailed distribution of the prominence plasma at different temperature and pressure
intervals inside PCTR is largely unknown.

Second, the configurations of the prominence magnetic field are generally understood
to contain large regions where the topology of the field is horizontal or dipped. The dense
and cool prominence plasma located in such magnetic dips can remain in the corona rel-
atively unperturbed for long periods of time. Such a picture seems to be necessary if we
want to explain the long lifetimes of quiescent prominences that may reach weeks or even a
few months. Other scenarios aiming to explain long lifetimes of prominences require ever-
present dynamics continually resupplying the prominence mass and/or kinetically support-
ing the prominence material against gravity.

The third factor complicating our understanding of prominences is their dynamics. Even
the long-lived quiescent prominences are composed of numerous fine structures that seem
to continually appear and disappear on timescales as short as a few minutes.

This conundrum is not helped by the actual nature of our observational techniques. The
imaging, spectral or spectro-polarimetric observations we employ are obtained at various
wavelengths ranging from radio to the extreme ultraviolet. Thanks to this wide spectral
range, we can sample different layers of the prominence plasma having different thermo-
dynamic properties but also widely varying optical thickness. Such a sampling of different
constituents of the multi-thermal and multi-baric prominence plasma can often lead to dra-
matically different appearance of the same prominences in observations obtained at different
wavelengths.

Yet another factor clouding our intuitive judgement of the prominence nature are the
projection effects that are always present when inherently 3D structures strongly affected by
spherical geometry are observed in projections onto a 2D plane. Indeed, the dimensions of
prominences are such that the curvature of the solar sphere plays an important role in the
aspect they show to the observer. For example, a simple case of a plasma moving above the
solar surface along a horizontal trajectory with a length of 200 Mm (analogous to a typical
length of quiescent prominences) which crosses the limb at a near-perpendicular angle will
to an observer appear to move vertically, raising in one end and falling in the other. This
is a familiar situation to any prominence observer: what looks like an arch over the limb
is actually a straight and horizontal filament with respect to the local direction of gravity.
This way, horizontal plasma motions within prominences are easily converted into apparent
vertical movements just by perspective.

Clearly, solar prominences are complex phenomena coupling together multi-thermal,
multi-baric, and partially ionised plasma, magnetic field, and various forms of dynamics.
More information on the properties of the prominence plasma and the structure of their
magnetic field can be found in reviews of Labrosse et al. (2010), Mackay et al. (2010), in
the proceedings of the IAU 300 Symposium edited by Schmieder et al. (2014a) or in the
book Solar Prominences edited by Vial and Engvold (2015). Prominence observations were
reviewed by Parenti (2014) and modeling by Gibson (2018).

In the present paper, we focus on the physical nature of the type of prominences called
prominence tornadoes. These resemble vertical structures that would be generally identified
as prominence feet or barbs if it were not for the fact that they appear to show rotational
motions around the more or less vertical axis in movies obtained by several instruments
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in several spectral domains. This apparent rotation has been corroborated by several mea-
surements of Doppler shifts showing the characteristic change of sign of the line-of-sight
velocity at both sides of the axis of rotation. As presented, there might be little doubt that
what one sees is indeed a vertical column of plasma rotating around its axis, justifying the
name given to it by its analogy with the terrestrial atmospheric phenomenon. However, this
analogy with tornadoes is only morphological and does not extend to the existence of anal-
ogous mechanisms causing atmospheric tornadoes nor to the actual properties of tornadoes
on Earth.

Nevertheless, the analogy with a tornado that continually rotates around its vertical axis
strongly collides with the usual paradigm of the magnetic structure of solar prominences.
The vivid and sometimes chaotic movements seen in both cool and hot plasma in and around
some prominences are in contrast with the apparently stable and long-lived horizontal mag-
netic field topology measured with state-of-the-art techniques in that very same plasma. As
we mentioned earlier, the cool plasma of prominences is thought to be located in the dips
of the prominence magnetic field with the topology of a flux rope or a sheared arcade – see
Mackay et al. (2010) or Gibson (2018) for an extensive discussion of the configurations of
the prominence magnetic field. Such dips are actually shallow compared to the length of
the magnetic structure, having depths of a few hundred to a few thousand kilometres com-
pared to total lengths of tens to hundreds of Mm. Within such predominantly horizontal
magnetic field configurations, the vertical structures of prominences (including prominence
feet, or barbs) are created as pile-ups of horizontal dips (see, e.g., Aulanier and Démoulin
1998; Dudík et al. 2008; Gunár and Mackay 2015a,b). If the prominence plasma sits in hor-
izontal field lines, what is turning in the prominence tornado? Is the cool plasma suddenly
crossing field lines in spite of the low value of the plasma β parameter, or is it rather just
following helical magnetic field lines? Are we seeing signatures of mostly vertical magnetic
field lines describing such an helix before joining the horizontal structure of the flux rope
or of the sheared arcade supporting the main body of the prominence? But if such is the
case we should expect the coiling magnetic field lines to raise the magnetic tension in the
prominence magnetic field configurations rendering them unstable. However no prominence
seems to have been destabilised by the presence of even several simultaneous ‘prominence
tornadoes’ at its feet. Moreover, how is the dense plasma of prominences supported against
gravity in such helical magnetic field configurations with a strong vertical component? See-
ing such questions, it should come as no surprise that the observations suggesting the ex-
istence of prominence tornadoes seemingly rotating around a vertical axis appear to wreak
havoc on decades-long measurements, theory and modelling of prominence magnetic fields
and their plasma.

In the present paper, we provide a comprehensive review of the current state of under-
standing of ‘prominence tornadoes’. This work and its conclusions are based on our wide-
ranging discussions facilitated by the International Space Science Institute in Bern which
funded International Team 374.1 In the paper, we review and summarise historical and re-
cent observations of solar prominences named ‘prominence tornadoes’ and analyse their
findings. We also provide an in-depth discussion of the results of the latest theoretical works
that are associated with rotation-like dynamics of prominences and their fine structures. This
allows us to illuminate the physical nature of ‘prominence tornadoes’, phenomena that at-
tracted significant attention within the last decade. Indeed, the term ‘prominence tornadoes’
has recently been used to describe features of both large-scale eruptive prominences and
generally stable quiescent prominences. The latter are the focus of this work. Even in the

1http://www.issibern.ch/teams/prominenceparadox/

http://www.issibern.ch/teams/prominenceparadox/
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case of quiescent prominences, the term ‘tornado’ and the associated notions of rotational
dynamics are used for two distinct observed configurations – vertical column (or funnel)
like structures and horizontal structures clearly showing helical features. However, as this
paper makes clear, these two types of ‘prominence tornadoes’ do not show many similarities,
apart from the fact that the perceived rotational motions can be more plausibly explained by
the projection effects and the presence of oscillations and/or counter-streaming flows. The
detailed examination of the current observational and theoretical evidence thus leads us to
conclude that there is no sustained and coherent rotation in the ‘prominence tornadoes’.
These do not differ from other prominences and are in fact just manifestations of the same
phenomena coincidentally observed in specific projections.

2 Photospheric and Chromospheric Swirls

Apart from prominences, the terms ‘tornado’, ‘giant tornado’, or ‘magnetic tornado’ have
also been used to describe features with swirling, rotational characteristics that are observed
in the lower solar atmosphere. These ‘swirls’ – discovered by Bonet et al. (2008) and com-
prehensively reviewed by Tziotziou et al. (2023) – are not associated with prominences
and thus are not the focus of this paper. However, it is important to emphasize here the
clear distinction between the small-scale photospheric and chromospheric vortex flows ob-
served from above on the solar disk and much more extended prominences observed from
the side above the solar limb. The vortex flows identified in the lower solar atmosphere in
high-resolution observations and numerical simulations were classified in Wedemeyer et al.
(2013b). These authors note, that the observable signatures of these vortices – dubbed ‘mag-
netic tornadoes’ – “can be very subtle and difficult to detect given the dynamic changes in
the solar chromosphere”. These ‘tornadoes’, which are akin to the ‘tornado’ observed by
Pike and Mason (1998), are not related to any filament or prominence structures.

Wedemeyer-Böhm et al. (2012) reported on “magnetic tornadoes” which appeared on
disc as apparent swirling motions in the photosphere and chromosphere. These convec-
tively driven vortex flows appear to be abundant in the photosphere and were shown by
Wedemeyer-Böhm et al. (2012) to also extend into the chromosphere. The chromospheric
swirls are observed as “rotating rings or ring fragments” with typical diameters of the order
of 1,500 km and lifetimes of about 10-15 minutes. The heights of these structures (some-
times called ‘super tornadoes’) are difficult to estimate from observations, however they
were modelled up to a few thousands km above photosphere. These dimensions show that
the photospheric or chromospheric swirls are rather compact in the context of prominences.
Their observed sizes are at the level of the dimensions of prominence and filament fine
structures (see, e.g., Lin et al. 2008). The observed lifetimes of these vortex flows are also
much shorter than the lifetimes of prominences (but might be comparable with the lifetimes
of prominence fine structures). The LOS velocities observed in the chromospheric swirls
are of the order of 4 km s−1 (Wedemeyer-Böhm et al. 2012). However these are upward
velocities that are parallel to the (vertical) rotational axis. That is in contrast with the LOS
velocities observed in prominences above the solar limb, which represent horizontal mo-
tions perpendicular to the supposed rotational axis. The horizontal velocities modelled in
the chromospheric swirls reach up to about 10 km s−1 (see, e.g., Wedemeyer and Steiner
2014).

A chromospheric vortex (‘tornado’) with similar characteristics as those of Wedemeyer-
Böhm et al. (2012) was reported also by, for example, Tziotziou et al. (2018). Moreover,
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even smaller vortex flows spanning the photospheric and chromospheric layers were identi-
fied in simulations by Yadav et al. (2020, 2021) and Silva et al. (2020, 2021). These vortices
with cross-sections as small as 100 km are at the limit of the resolution of the used sim-
ulations. Indeed, the actual spatial resolution of the simulations or observations may play
a crucial role in the identification of these rotational features. With the increasingly better
resolution, individual swirls might be detected at different places suggesting that the true
dimensions of these vortex flows could be at the level of the convectively driven turbulence
scale. Even if that would not be the case, the currently observed photospheric and chromo-
spheric ‘tornadoes’ represent much more compact phenomena than the prominence barbs or
legs discussed in the present paper.

3 Historical Observations of Prominence Tornadoes

In this section, we present an overview of historical aspects of ‘prominence tornado’ obser-
vations. This overview is an adaptation of an extensive discussion of early observations of
‘prominence tornadoes’ published in the PhD Thesis of Levens (2018).2

Prominences with a spiral structure, somewhat resembling a terrestrial tornado, were
first shown by Secchi (1877) under the term ‘Flammes’. Secchi describes that the ‘flammes’
have a spiralling motion, which is only visible in projection when they are viewed above the
solar limb. This description is likely to be one of the first reports of spiralling motions in
a prominence. The term ‘tornado’ was first used in the morphological description of solar
prominences by Pettit (1925). These early identifications of prominences with tornado-like
features were done in the bright Hα emission line. Pettit described them as being “very
small, generally 10′′ or 15′′ in diameter and 1′′ or 2′′ high”. He also noted that they “appear
like closely twisted rope or a fine screw”, and at the time thirty cases had been recorded in
photographic observations from Yerkes Observatory. In the top panels of Fig. 1, we show
an example from the ‘tornado prominence’ class (Class 4 Pettit 1932). These observations
obtained on 5 July 1928 show photographs taken in approximately five-minute intervals.
With the benefit of hindsight based on the current knowledge, we could nowadays describe

Fig. 1 Examples of the ‘tornado’ class of prominences (Class 4), as defined by Pettit (1932), observed in
Hα. Top: Observations from 5 July 1928 from Pettit (1932). These images are in negative intensity. Panels a,
b, and c were photographed approximately 5 minutes apart. Bottom: Observations from 19 September 1941
from Pettit (1943). Photographs were taken at 15 minute intervals

2https://theses.gla.ac.uk/8684/7/2018LevensPhd.pdf

https://theses.gla.ac.uk/8684/7/2018LevensPhd.pdf
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Fig. 2 Sketches of the two
tornado sub-classes defined by
Pettit (extracted from Fig. 1 of
Pettit 1943). The top sketch is of
a ‘columnar tornado’, and the
bottom is of a ‘skeleton tornado’

this prominence as highly active, perhaps at the onset of an eruption. The bottom panels of
Fig. 1 show a later example from 19 September 1941 (Pettit 1943), with 15 minutes between
each photograph. Since there seems to be very little change in the large-scale structure of
this prominence, we are probably looking at a quiescent prominence. The resemblance to
a terrestrial tornado is not due to any apparent rotational motions but in the silhouette of a
dense vertical column with a wide, funnel-like top. This shape might be loosely associated
with the dark clouds typically appearing above atmospheric tornadoes but is in fact a usual
feature of quiescent prominences. Spiralling features were noted a number of years earlier by
the same author (Pettit 1919) with regards to an erupting prominence that “began to show
a spiral structure, as if the whole body were twisted into a giant spring” – behaviour that
continued until the prominence erupted entirely. This earlier report of a twisted structure
appears different to the ‘tornado’ classification, which was used only to describe vertical
columns of quiescent prominences.

The tornado classification was further refined in Pettit (1943), where two sub-classes
were identified – ‘columnar tornadoes’ and ‘skeleton tornadoes’ (Fig. 2). Columnar torna-
does were described as being dense, twisted columns that resembled “closely wound springs
or fine-threaded screws”. Skeleton tornadoes, on the other hand, were much less tightly
wound. Pettit described them as “individual twisting streamers, which give them the appear-
ance of a crossed latticework”. In both cases, Pettit believed that they were rotating columns,
calling them a ‘vortex’ and that they would dissipate if the rotational velocity became too
large. For example, using a series of photographs Pettit (1941) estimated that one tornado
prominence had a rotational velocity of 54 km s−1. Pettit (1946) was also able to observe
the spectrum of a group of tornado prominences using a spectroheliograph and measure the
Doppler shift of the Hα line. From that study, Pettit found that each prominence column
had a redshift down one side, and a blueshift down the other, indicating rotational motion.
He determined that each of the tornadoes was rotating with velocities of 2–4 km s−1, much
smaller than the 54 km s−1 he had previously estimated from images alone. Pettit (1946)
acknowledged this difference and noted that the earlier prominence was much more active
than the latter ones, eventually erupting, which gave the reason why the calculated velocities
were much higher.

Other observers reported on tornado-class prominences in the 1940s, with Richardson
(1940) noting a “tornado prominence of record height” of impressive 240 Mm (∼ 0.3R�,
clearly indicating a later stage of a prominence eruption), and Nicholson (1944) also re-
porting an erupting tornado prominence. The observations of tornado prominences up to
1950 were well summarised in Pettit (1950), where he concluded that: 1) Tornado promi-
nences had been observed using imaging and spectroscopic techniques; 2) Some tornado
prominences show signs of activity, with plasma streaming from their tops back to the chro-
mosphere; 3) They are anchored at the solar surface, unmoving in solar latitude; 4) They
rotate around a central axis, with rotation observed both spectroscopically and using image
series; 5) They disappear when their rotational velocity becomes too large or when they
erupt.
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After the works of Pettit, there were very few mentions of tornado prominences for a long
time. Rotational motions in filaments were reported by Öhman (1969), but these were of a
different nature than those described by Pettit. Rompolt (1975) discussed spectral character-
istics of possible rotational motions in different types of solar structures, such as filaments,
surges, flares, spicules, and prominence knots. An observation of an eruptive prominence
in 1990 at the Yunnan Observatory in China prompted some discussion of tornado-like mo-
tions (Zhong and Li 1994; Li and Zhong 1997), but this erupting prominence was not the
same as the more quiescent tornado prominences that were discussed earlier. The term ‘tor-
nado’ was also used by Pike and Mason (1998) to describe rotational motions in so-called
macrospicules but these do not bear any relationship to a prominence.

4 Contemporary Observations of Prominence Tornadoes

With the launch of the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO; Pesnell et al. 2012) and its high-
resolution Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA; Lemen et al. 2012) in 2010, authors be-
came interested in tornadoes in relation to prominences again. In 2012 three letters were
published that reported tornado-like motions in prominences (Li et al. 2012; Su et al. 2012;
Orozco Suárez et al. 2012).

Li et al. (2012) reported a helical structure in the top part of a prominence observed by
SDO/AIA, which we show in Fig. 3. The prominence appears bright in the AIA coronal
wavebands (171, 193 and 211 Å), strongly indicating a heating of the observed plasma.
The dark cavity surrounding the prominence suggests that we are seeing the prominence
magnetic field configuration with the line of sight parallel to the axis of the flux rope (see,
e.g., Gibson 2015). The helical configuration of the observed prominence fine structure is
also consistent with the idea of a view along the flux rope axis. This event was also studied by
Panesar et al. (2013), who noted that the activity and the apparent heating in this prominence
could have been caused by a nearby flaring region. The term ‘prominence tornado’ used in
these papers refers to different structures than those classified by Pettit, however. The axis
of its cyclonic component is horizontal (i.e. parallel to the solar surface) as opposed to
a vertical. This cyclonic dynamics is well visible for example in the movie processed by

Fig. 3 Top row: evolution of a tornado prominence observed by SDO/AIA between 24 and 26 September
2011. Bottom row: the same tornado prominence in different AIA wavelength channels (171, 193, 211, and
304 Å). Adapted from Li et al. (2012)
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Fig. 4 A multi-wavelength view of a group of solar prominences, reproduced from Fig. 1 of Su et al. (2012).
Panels (a), (b), and (c) show SDO/AIA 171 Å images at three times as the tornadoes crossed the limb. Panels
(d), (e), and (f) show the corresponding images in He II 304 Å (AIA), Hα (NSO), and Ca II K (Meudon)
respectively

M. Druckmüller3 that shows a composite AIA observations of the prominence analysed by
Li et al. (2012). Interestingly, this movie also shows rather stable pattern of vertical fine
structures forming the vertical ‘leg’ of the observed prominence.

Su et al. (2012) presented an observation that was more similar to the Pettit classifica-
tion of tornado prominences. These authors observed a number of column-like features in
a quiescent prominence that appeared dark in coronal emission filters from AIA (see Ap-
pendix A for more details of the origin of dark prominence structures in AIA coronal filters)
and found that they could be directly related to bright emission seen in Hα and Ca II (see
Fig. 4). These prominence features appeared as funnels, or columns of absorbing material
which were wider at their tops than at their bases. Su et al. (2012) found a clear corre-
spondence between the dark columns of prominences that the authors named tornadoes and
the barbs of filaments observed on the solar disk. This suggests that filament barbs may, at
certain wavelengths and at certain projection angles, appear as isolated funnel-like struc-
tures. In this case they were visible both in emission in Hα or Ca II, and in absorption in
coronal wavebands of AIA, such as 171 Å but cannot be identified in 304 Å channel (see
Fig. 4). The solar tornadoes described by Su et al. (2012, see Fig. 2 therein) often exhibited
quasiperiodic variations on the time scales between 10 minutes and one hour. The authors
also studied the photospheric flux distributions at the feet of the filament barbs observed on
the solar disk in the AIA 171 Å waveband. Using the SDO/HMI (Helioseismic and Magnetic
Imager; Scherrer et al. 2012) magnetograms, Su et al. (2012) identified swirling features in
the photosphere similar to those reported by Wedemeyer-Böhm et al. (2012) – see Sect. 2

3http://www.zam.fme.vutbr.cz/~druck/Sdo/Pm-nafe/2011_09_25/0-info.htm

http://www.zam.fme.vutbr.cz/~druck/Sdo/Pm-nafe/2011_09_25/0-info.htm
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or review by Tziotziou et al. (2023) for more details. Based on the presence of these pho-
tospheric swirling features, Su et al. (2012) suggested that the magnetic field might be in a
twisted (or twisting) helical configuration, where plasma flowed along the field lines, giving
the appearance of rotation.

Similar features and analyses have been reported by a number of authors since then.
Wedemeyer et al. (2013a), for example, analysed over two hundred funnel-like absorption
features visible in the 171 Å waveband of AIA. The authors call these features ‘giant tor-
nadoes’ and conclude that they form “the legs of prominences”. Several of the prominences
studied by Wedemeyer et al. (2013a) erupted, in which case they showed signatures of heli-
cal structures and rotational motions around the axis parallel to the solar surface, similar to
the event studied by Li et al. (2012). Wedemeyer et al. (2013a) also analysed the Swedish
Solar Telescope (SST; Scharmer et al. 2003) observations of a prominence visible in the Hα

line on June 8, 2012. The Dopplergram of this prominence (see Fig. 4 of Wedemeyer et al.
2013a) shows a pattern of line-of-sight (LOS) velocities ranging from −20 to +30 km s−1

that might be indicative of a rotation of the entire prominence leg around the vertical axis.
Such a pattern of redshifts down one side of the prominence leg and blueshifts down the
other was found also by Pettit (1946), albeit with much smaller LOS velocities. Unfortu-
nately, due to unstable seeing conditions, the pattern derived by Wedemeyer et al. (2013a)
is based only on the best scans making it unclear whether it was sustained for a longer time.

Such a split pattern of red and blue Doppler shifts indicative of rotational motions in
prominence legs was also reported by Orozco Suárez et al. (2012). These authors analysed
observations in the near-infrared He I 10830 Å line obtained by the German Vacuum Tower
Telescope (VTT) and in the SDO/AIA 171 Å channel. The He I 10830 Å line dataset con-
tains 66 minutes long time-series of single slit sit-and-stare observations with the slit that
is parallel to the solar limb and crosses two legs of a hedgerow prominences (see Fig. 1 of
Orozco Suárez et al. 2012). Figure 5 therein shows a sustained Doppler-velocity pattern of
red-shifts on one side of the cut across one of the observed prominence leg and blue-shifts
on the other side. This pattern was present for about 30 minutes, then seemed to subside or
reverse for a few minutes (around minute 30) and continue for another half an hour. The
typical detected LOS velocities are around ±3 km s−1, significantly lower than those found
by Wedemeyer et al. (2013a) and in line with Pettit (1946). Orozco Suárez et al. (2012)
did not use the term ‘tornado’ but concluded that the rotational velocities in the observed
‘prominence feet’ are similar to those inferred by Li et al. (2012) or Su et al. (2012).

While the previously described studies identified indications of rotational motions in the
cool plasma of prominences, systematic Doppler velocities consistent with a rotation around
the vertical axis have also been reported by Su et al. (2014) and Levens et al. (2015) in the
hot plasma forming the PCTR that surrounds prominences. Both Su et al. (2014) and Levens
et al. (2015) analysed the same ‘prominence tornado’ observed using the Extreme-ultraviolet
Imaging Spectrometer (EIS; Culhane et al. 2007) onboard the Hinode satellite (Kosugi et al.
2007). Hinode/EIS provided raster scans covering the prominence in wavelength ranges
of 170–211 Å and 246–292 Å that contain spectral lines formed at temperatures reaching
coronal values. In both cases, the analysis of the derived Doppler-shift velocities showed a
clear pattern of blueshifts on one side of the vertical prominence leg and redshifts on the
other side. This split pattern was sustained for the full three hours of the available data set in
the lines formed at temperatures of 1.5–2.0 MK (see Fig. 2 of Su et al. 2014) and extended
down to 1.0 MK values (see Fig. 7 of Levens et al. 2015). Such a stable pattern is striking
because the previous observations of similar rotational signatures in the cool prominence
material are only intermittent. However, as we demonstrate in Sect. 5.1.1, it is likely that
these results are due to the EIS instrument having a tipped, elliptical point spread function
(PSF).
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Martínez González et al. (2015) published spectro-polarimetric observations of the He I

10830 Å line in the feet of a prominence where the inversion of the polarisation data pro-
vided two solutions: one nearly vertical with the field inclination of 30 or 150 degrees with
respect to the vertical, and one horizontal with the inclination of about 90 degrees. This
double solution reflects one of the difficulties of using polarimetry to infer magnetic fields:
several magnetic configurations may result in rigorously identical polarization profiles in
a given line. The 180-degrees ambiguity is quite well-known from measurements in the
photosphere with the Zeeman effect. The Hanle effect adds a 90-degrees ambiguity which
is the one responsible for the two solutions in Martínez González et al. (2015). As Casini
et al. (2009) demonstrated, the He line at 10830 Å is particularly sensitive to this ambi-
guity. In the absence of additional observations that would allow to resolve this ambiguity
(see Sect. 5.3 for more details), Martínez González et al. (2015) relied on an assumption
that in the magnetic field configuration of the observed prominence “there are no tangential
discontinuities or shocks” and thus the magnetic field lines “draw continuous lines”. This
means that the magnetic field lines should be continuous within the visible (projected) vol-
ume of the prominence feet. With this assumption in place, Martínez González et al. (2015)
applied the Kruskal-Shafranov stability criteria which led to the preference of the solution
of the helical magnetic field with a nearly vertical orientation. However, it can be argued
that the assumption of continuous field lines within a prominence volume visible in the He
10830 Å line is too strong. Firstly, the volume of the cool prominence material visible in
the He 10830 Å line does not correspond to the definite extent of the observed prominence.
Even in Fig. 2 of Martínez González et al. (2015) we can clearly see that the volume of
this prominence visible in the Hα line is more extended than that in the He 10830 Å line.
Moreover, if the authors would consider optically thick lines, such as He II 304 observed by
SDO/AIA, the prominence volume in which to apply the chosen stability criteria would be
far larger. That might have easily led to a preference of a horizontal solution over the helical
(vertical) one. Secondly, and more importantly, 3D models of prominences, such as those
of Gunár and Mackay (2015a,b), Gunár et al. (2018) or Jenkins and Keppens (2022) clearly
show that prominence plasma observable in lines such as Hα occupies only a small portion
of the entire volume of prominence magnetic field configurations. This is because the dense
plasma of prominences is located in the dipped parts of the predominantly horizontal field
while the field lines supporting this plasma extend much further and eventually connect to
the photosphere. In this generally accepted scenario there is no need for the magnetic field
lines to be present only within the volume of the cool prominence plasma.

A clear signature of sustained split red and blue Doppler-shift pattern indicating rotation
was detected also by Yang et al. (2018) using the Interface Region Imaging Spectrograph
(IRIS; De Pontieu et al. 2014) Mg II k and Si IV spectra of two ‘prominence tornadoes’.
In the first case, see Fig. 1 of Yang et al. (2018), the authors analysed single-slit sit-and-
stare observations lasting 2.5 hours. The slit was parallel to the limb and crossed a vertical
leg of an arch-like quiescent prominence. The time-distance diagrams of the LOS velocities
derived from both the Mg II and Si IV spectra (see Fig. 2 of Yang et al. 2018) show a coherent
pattern of blue Doppler shifts along one (outer) side of the prominence leg and mostly
red Doppler shift along the inner side. Convincingly, both analysed lines provide similar
values of LOS velocities which range from −12 to 12 km s−1. The outer blue Doppler-
shifted region seems to overlap with lower intensity profiles, which, in the case of Mg II,
are also narrow and less complex. The rotational axis would be oriented almost vertically
and would correspond with the vertical axis of the observed prominence leg. In the second
case, Yang et al. 2018 analysed six slit positions with an inclination of about 30 degrees
from being parallel to the solar limb (see Fig. 7 of Yang et al. 2018). The derived Doppler
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shifts are again quite consistent between the Mg II and Si IV spectra and keep a rather stable
pattern of red-shifts in the outer part of the time-distance diagram and blue-shifts in the
inner part (see Fig. 8 of Yang et al. 2018) for almost 3.5 hours. Only in the inner part
of the analysed diagrams, we can see fluctuations of red and blue Doppler shift patterns
when we compare individual slits. Also, in this case, Yang et al. (2018) concluded that the
derived LOS velocities are indicative of a rotation. The rotational axis would then have
an apparent inclination of 60 degrees from being vertical, but due to projection effects it
is difficult to estimate its true orientation. An alternative interpretation might be that the
observed signatures correspond to helical plasma flows (perhaps siphon flows) along a more
or less static helical magnetic structure around a central core, perhaps similar to the model
of Luna et al. (2015) – see Sect. 6.1 for more details. However, the possibility of oppositely
directed flows, with components both in and out of the plane of the sky, is not ruled out by the
data. The complex Mg II h&k profiles may need deeper analysis, as done by, e.g., Schmieder
et al. (2014b), where multi-component fits of Mg II h&k lines revealed interesting large-scale
Doppler-shift patterns not apparent in a single-Gaussian fitting.

Naturally, this series of works raised questions about the nature of the magnetic field
in these prominence tornadoes, and how the plasma could be supported against gravity. It
also heightened the interest in the study of prominences and the connection between their
dynamics and magnetic field configurations. This interest resulted in several observational
and theoretical papers that put forward different explanations for the observed signatures
similar to those described above. We review these papers and summarise their findings in
Sects. 5 and 6.

However, before we review these papers, we need to mention the other rotational (or
swirling) structures observed in the solar atmosphere that are not directly connected to the
type of prominences studied here but are also named ‘tornadoes’. One type of tornado-like
structure identified in the lower solar atmosphere – the photospheric and chromospheric
swirls – we described in Sect. 2. Another example of the use of the term ‘solar tornadoes’
can be found in the works by Chen et al. (2017, 2020) and Wang et al. (2017), where the
authors use it to describe helical features of eruptive prominences.

5 Different Explanations for so-Called Prominence Tornadoes:
Observational Evidence

In this section, we review recent papers that explore the possibilities that the observed char-
acteristics of so-called prominence tornadoes can be associated with other observed promi-
nence features or dynamics, providing alternative, non-tornado-like explanations. First, we
address the signatures of rotation arising from Doppler-shift analysis of LOS velocities in
Sect. 5.1. Second, we investigate the apparent helical motions of prominence fine structures
in the context of their true motions in the 3D space (Sect. 5.2). Third, we compare the prop-
erties of the prominence magnetic field inferred from the spectro-polarimetric observations
with the notion of sustained rotation of prominence material (Sect. 5.3).

Many of the addressed counter-points to the reported observations of prominence tor-
nadoes (Li et al. 2012; Su et al. 2012; Orozco Suárez et al. 2012) were raised already
by Panasenco et al. (2014). These authors argued against the rotational tornado model
and instead proposed that the observed motions can be accounted for by oscillations and
counter-flows in the more traditional horizontal, dipped magnetic field. Firstly, and correctly,
Panasenco et al. (2014) made a distinction between the tornadoes of Li et al. (2012) and Su
et al. (2012) – morphologically they are different and the reported rotation is in a different
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plane. Panasenco et al. (2014) then showed an observation from TRACE (Transition Region
and Coronal Explorer; Handy et al. 1999) that indicates that vertical tornado-like features of
prominences (of the Su et al. variety) correspond directly to filament barbs when viewed on
disc. Further analysis of a tornado from SDO/AIA showed that the sinusoidal motion found
in the time-distance diagrams can be easily explained by oscillation and counter-streaming
of prominence plasma in a horizontal magnetic field. Panasenco et al. (2014) stated that the
observed ‘rotation’ is simply an optical illusion created by the projection of these oscilla-
tions onto the plane of the sky and that the Doppler pattern reported by Orozco Suárez et al.
(2012) was a misinterpretation of counter-streaming flows. The tornado of Li et al. (2012)
was explained by Panasenco et al. (2014) as the motion of plasma along a writhed magnetic
field, viewed in projection.

5.1 Doppler-Shift Signatures: Oscillations, Waves, and Flows

It is a well-known fact that the fine structures of even the most stable quiescent promi-
nences exhibit continuous dynamical changes with velocities of the order of 10 km s−1.
Such dynamical behaviour is further enhanced in the active or eruptive prominences. The
sources of the prominence dynamics range from plasma flows along the field lines that of-
ten show an opposite direction in nearby regions (so-called counter-streaming flows, see,
e.g., Schmieder et al. 1991; Zirker et al. 1998; Lin et al. 2003, 2005; Chae et al. 2005),
oscillations of the prominence fine structures due to external triggers (Okamoto et al. 2007,
2015; Schmieder et al. 2013, 2014; Zapiór et al. 2015; Luna et al. 2018; Arregui et al. 2018),
displacements of the prominence plasma (or magnetic field hosting the plasma) due to in-
stabilities (Berger et al. 2008; Jenkins and Keppens 2022), reconnection (Okamoto et al.
2016) or passing waves (Antolin et al. 2015; Ofman et al. 2015). All of these motions, often
visible in plane-of-the-sky movies, naturally have also a line-of-sight component that is rou-
tinely detected as Doppler shifts in the spectral observations. Because the observed motions
of prominence fine structures are often incoherent, it is also natural to obtain various (and
varying) patterns of Doppler shifts in prominences. As we demonstrate in this section, to
reliably interpret a Doppler-shift pattern as an undisputable sign of a rotational movement,
we need long-duration spectroscopic observations in more than just a single slit position.
Even then, we also need to detect relatively large sustained rotational speeds to overcome
the uncertainties inherent in the Doppler-shift measurement method – see Sects. 5.1.2 and
5.1.3 and Appendix B.

Observable signatures of all these forms of prominence dynamics may be very similar
to the signatures of rotation, especially when we rely on the Doppler-shift analyses. This
fact causes significant ambiguities when interpreting the observations of seemingly rotat-
ing prominences, opening doors to other, non-rotating, explanations. For example, Mghebr-
ishvili et al. (2015) studied a slowly rising prominence showing a typical arch-like structure
with underlying vertical prominence barbs – column-like structures visible in absorption in
coronal AIA 171 Å channel (see Appendix A for more details of the origin of dark promi-
nence structures in AIA coronal filters). These authors analysed detailed dynamics in one
of the prominence legs and reported a pattern of “quasi periodic transverse displacements”
which, they hypothesized, could be attributed to either MHD kink waves or to two indi-
vidual strands of cool prominence material twisting around a common vertical axis. Later,
Mghebrishvili et al. (2018) published an interesting statistical analysis of the connection
between the onset of Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) and the occurrence of column-like
vertical features (‘tornadoes’ of Su et al. variety) in prominences visible in absorption in the
AIA 171 channel. These authors visually identified all “prominence tornadoes” observed
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by SDO/AIA over the year 2011 and analysed their life-times. Although there is no obser-
vational evidence of rotational motions in the studied tornado-like structures, the authors
presented strong indications that the presence of these structures in the AIA 171 observa-
tions is connected with prominence eruptions and subsequent CMEs. While this connection
does not confirm a causality between the existence of ‘prominence tornadoes’ and the loss
of prominence stability, it points towards an interesting possible precursor to CMEs.

The ambiguity in the interpretation of the LOS velocity patterns arises also in the work
of Martínez González et al. (2016). These authors used spectro-polarimetric observations
of a quiescent prominence in the He I 10830 Å line obtained by VTT. The observed data
set contains four scans, each taking around 30 minutes. As is clear from Fig. 5 of Martínez
González et al. (2016), a large-scale, vertically split red and blue pattern of Doppler-shift
velocities is present only in the second and the third scan, and even then the pattern is
reversed in the third scan compared to the second. Martínez González et al. (2016) thus
conclude that “if rotation exists, it is intermittent, lasting no more than one hour” but “the
observed velocity pattern is also consistent with an oscillatory velocity pattern”.

The incoherence that Martínez González et al. (2016) found in the Doppler-shift pat-
terns is likely a typical feature of prominences. This is clear, for example, from the work of
Schmieder et al. (2017a), who analysed observations of a quiescent prominence obtained in
Hα by the Multi-channel Subtractive Double Pass (MSDP) spectrograph at the Meudon So-
lar Tower (Mein 1991). MSDP provided Dopplergrams with a cadence of 30 seconds over a
two hour period. In Fig. 5 we show two typical LOS velocity maps with the range of veloc-
ities between −3 and 3 km s−1. Large cells of blue-shifts and red-shifts with sizes of about
5-10′′are changing over time and reversing the LOS velocity signs (from blue to red-shift
and vice versa) with a quasi-periodicity of about 40 to 60 minutes (Schmieder et al. 2017a).
When cuts parallel to the limb are taken at various heights and the time-distance diagrams
of Doppler shifts are plotted (see the bottom panels of Fig. 5), we can see very different

Fig. 5 Evolution of the Doppler-shift pattern in a quiescent prominence observed in Hα with the MSDP spec-
trograph operating at the Meudon solar tower. The top panels present two LOS velocity maps with the solar
limb oriented vertically. The numbered lines are the slits along which the time-distance diagrams displayed
in the bottom panels have been computed. Adapted from Schmieder et al. (2017a)
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‘evolutions’ of the Doppler shifts created simply by chance. Some of these time-distance di-
agrams may show the split red and blue Doppler-shift patterns sustained for about an hour.
However, these arise purely by coincidence and do not exist in parallel co-temporal cuts just
a few thousand km above or below. These coincidental and localised signatures cannot be
taken as an unequivocal sign of a sustained rotation of entire structures. Schmieder et al.
(2017a) explained the quasi-periodicity in the Doppler shift maps as being oscillations of
the dipped magnetic structure sustaining the prominence plasma. Split Doppler shifts were
also detected in (mostly active) prominences by Kupryakov et al. (2019).

No evidence of rotational movement was found by Kucera et al. (2018) who performed
a detailed study of motions in a barb of a quiescent prominence. The authors analysed al-
most 4 hours of coordinated IRIS Mg II h&k and Hinode/SOT (Solar Optical Telescope;
Tsuneta et al. 2008; Suematsu et al. 2008) Ca II and Hα observations. Although the derived
Doppler shifts revealed line-of-sight motions in the cool prominence material forming the
barb, these were transitory and localised. They thus could be taken neither as a clear signa-
ture of rotation nor as a “sign of persistent large-scale flows”. Instead, Kucera et al. (2018)
concluded that the observations suggest “a complex environment in which large-scale mo-
tions are more consistent with either motion of discrete structures making up the barb or
oscillations of some sort”. Kucera et al. (2018) show that the Doppler images derived from
the Mg II spectral rasters were complex because of multiple features along the line of sight,
but again no systematic rotation was revealed by either fits to Mg II h&k lines with a single
or double Gaussians.

Levens et al. (2016a, 2017) investigated multi-instrument coordinated observations of a
quiescent prominence showing two dark pillar-like structures in SDO/AIA coronal chan-
nels. In the AIA 171 Å channel, the authors detected quasi-periodic oscillations similar to
those observed by Schmieder et al. (2017a) in AIA 193 Å channel. These oscillatory move-
ments may be caused by passing waves or, on their own, might be taken as a sign of rotation.
Analysis of Doppler shifts from IRIS Mg II k spectra, however, does not show any persis-
tent pattern consistent with rotation (in contrast to Yang et al. 2018). Moreover, THEMIS
spectro-polarimetric observations (see Sect. 5.3 for more details) show that the magnetic
field in both prominence legs is predominantly horizontal (Fig. 6 of Levens et al. 2016a),
which is also inconsistent with a persistent rotation of prominence material around a vertical
axis.

The signatures of LOS velocities and rotational motions in a quiescent prominence were
analysed also by Barczynski et al. (2021) using Hα and Mg II h&k observations. These
authors concluded that the observed Doppler-shift patterns, together with the analysed fine-
structure movements at the active top of the prominence (referred to as ‘tornado’) are in-
dicative of counter-streaming flows rather than a sustained rotation.

5.1.1 Observations by Hinode/EIS: The Role of a Chromatic PSF

In Sect. 4, we describe the striking observations of a long-duration stable pattern of split red
and blue Doppler shifts in the hot PCTR plasma reported by Su et al. (2014) and Levens
et al. (2015). However, as we demonstrate here, it is likely that this Doppler-shift pattern is a
result of the instrumental effects caused by the chromatic PSF of Hinode/EIS. This has been
discussed in the context of other coronal observations by the EIS instrument team (Young
et al. 2012; Warren et al. 2018). For data from a spectrometer with such a PSF, a sharp
intensity gradient produces an apparent Doppler shift. A thin, elongated dark feature against
a bright background aligned across the slit direction would show a Doppler shift in one
direction on one side and the opposite direction on the other. In Fig. 6 we show the results
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Fig. 6 Line intensity and Doppler velocity calculated using a one-Gaussian fit to the Fe XII line at 195.12 Å
(a–b) using the standard data pipeline, (c–d) after deconvolving the data with the EIS PSF function used in
Warren et al. (2018). The contours are from the intensity map in panel (a). The PSF deconvolution completely
removes the apparent rotation signature seen without the deconvolution

of a one-Gaussian fit to the Fe XII line at 195 Å. The top row shows intensity and Doppler
velocity derived from the original data. The bottom row shows the same quantities measured
after the PSF used in Warren et al. (2018) has been deconvolved from the data. After the PSF
is deconvolved the ‘tornado’ effect completely disappears. Fitting the deconvolved data with
two Gaussians (for the blended Fe XII lines at 195.119 and 195.179 Å) gives essentially the
same result. As discussed in Warren et al. (2018), the exact form of the PSF is still uncertain.
However, this demonstrates that the shifts shown in the 2013 September 14 prominence
observations are not reliable and are consistent with this instrumental effect.

5.1.2 Relationship Between LOS Velocities Derived from Doppler Shifts and the True
LOS Velocities

It is important to remember that velocities derived from Doppler shifts do not always provide
true information about the LOS component of the velocity of the observed plasma structures.
This is caused by several factors, among which the most important is the optical thickness
of the observed plasma in the used spectral line.

In the optically very thick case, the observed spectral line is produced in a narrow region
closest to the observer. This means that the Doppler shift of such a spectral line provides
information about the true LOS velocity of that particular region. However, we do not gain
any insight into the movement of the plasma beyond this region unless the spectral line
in question is narrow and thus very sensitive to the velocity. Then we can obtain complex
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profiles with a contribution from deeper regions due to mechanisms described in detail in
Appendix B. Such complex, often strongly asymmetric, reversed or even multi-peaked pro-
files (see, e.g., Ruan et al. 2018; Tei et al. 2020) pose another problem for the determination
of the true LOS velocities. This is because the Doppler shifts of complex line profiles do not
convey information about the absolute LOS velocity of the foremost, or any other individual
plasma structure, but of a superposition of all of them. Therefore, if such an asymmetric
profile is analysed in the context of a single moving plasma structure, the obtained Doppler-
shift velocity does not provide a truly correct measurement. The difference between the
true LOS velocities of individual plasma structures and the apparent Doppler-shift velocity
derived from their superposition may be significant. Moreover, in typical prominences we
can see a mix of simple and complex profiles (see, e.g. Ruan et al. 2018; Yang et al. 2018)
which likely arise from a complex situation where we either see single structures or multi-
ple moving structures in different pixels. That may easily lead to scenarios where the simple
profiles provide information about the true LOS velocity of individual, randomly moving
fine structures while the Doppler shifts of the complex profiles exhibit fluctuating apparent
LOS velocities that may not be at all representative of any true LOS velocities of the multiple
moving fine structures present along the given line of sight. As is clear from such a scenario
(see Sect. 6.2 for more details), the simple profiles arising from single moving fine structures
are likely to be present preferentially at the boundaries of the observed prominences while
the complex profiles probably come from the central parts. Such a scenario might provide
an alternative explanation to the Doppler-shift patterns observed by Yang et al. (2018).

In the optically thin case, the information about the LOS movement of all plasma struc-
tures propagates through the entire observed medium and is integrated into the final spectral
line profile. This means that the resulting profile either provides information about the true
LOS velocity of a homogeneous medium or contains a superposition of Doppler shifts from
all individual plasma structures moving with different LOS velocities. If these structures
move with sufficiently different LOS velocities (producing Doppler shifts comparable to
or larger than the full width at half-maximum of a single structure) we will observe clearly
separated individual spectral line components. We are then able to derive the true LOS veloc-
ities of individual plasma structures. However, if these structures move with LOS velocities
which do not cause sufficiently large Doppler shifts, the resulting profile will be broad-
ened and generally asymmetric. In such a case, we can imagine a simple scenario in which
two identical plasma structures move with equal but opposite LOS velocities. The resulting
spectral profile would be symmetric and centred at the rest wavelength, which would lead
us to assume that we observe a single, stationary plasma structure while we are observing
two structures with potentially significant opposite LOS velocities. Such a scenario was dis-
cussed by Gunár et al. (2012). Of course, due to a large number of dynamic fine structures
forming prominences, the real situation is even more complex than this simple example.

As we briefly demonstrate in this section, it is important to understand that the informa-
tion about the LOS velocities derived from Doppler shifts is not always robust. This is true
regardless whether we use optically thick or thin spectral lines.

5.1.3 Determination of the True Rest Velocity

A special caution should also be paid to the question of determination of the true zero (rest)
wavelength of a spectral line. This is often not straightforward because it depends on instru-
mental factors and thus it may carry sizeable errors. While errors of a few km s−1 may be
negligible when we observe motions with LOS velocities of the order of few tens of km s−1,
if we interpret measurements of LOS velocities of a few km s−1, the errors in the rest ve-
locity determination may clearly have a profound impact. That is especially true when we
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analyse signatures of rotation. For example, in the case of Doppler shifts on the order of
±3 km s−1, such as those of Orozco Suárez et al. (2012) or Schmieder et al. (2017a). In
such a case, the uncertainty of a few km s−1 in the rest velocity may change a measurement
showing rotation with −3 km s−1 on one side, 0 km s−1 in the middle (axis) of the observed
structure and 3 km s−1 on the other side into a signature of a movement of −6 km s−1 on
one side and 0 km s−1 on the other side. While this difference may seem small, the interpre-
tation of such observations could differ between clear sign of a rotation and a non-uniform
translation, expansion, or contraction.

5.2 Prominence Fine Structure Motions in 3D Space

As we already discussed, prominence fine structures exhibit a broad range of movements
which are clearly visible in high-resolution movies. However, the plane-of-the-sky move-
ments, such as down-flows, up-flows or movement along seemingly circular or helical trajec-
tories, do not paint the whole picture. This is because the plane-of-the-sky components of the
velocity vector, which our brains intuitively recognize in the movies, are not the only com-
ponents of the full velocity vector of the observed fine structures. Indeed, these perceived
movements are often subordinate to the movements happening along the line of sight which
are hidden in the movies. Thus the seemingly rotational movements, which we instinctively
see in high-resolution movies such as those from SDO/AIA, have alternative, more likely
explanations. Therefore, unequivocal confirmation of tornado-like dynamics (coherent and
sustained rotation around a vertical axis) of large-scale prominence structures needs to be
supported by careful analysis of all possible explanations.

One of the examples of this general characteristic of prominence fine-structure dynamics
is shown in the work of Schmieder et al. (2010). These authors analysed coordinated obser-
vations of a quiescent prominence obtained by Hinode/SOT and the MSDP spectrograph at
the Meudon Solar Tower. Employing the time-slice technique for the Hinode/SOT movies
and the Doppler-velocity determination for the 2D MSDP spectra, Schmieder et al. (2010)
demonstrated that in most places in the observed prominence, the perceived plane-of-the-sky
velocities typically have a LOS component with a similar amplitude.

Even the downward motions of prominence fine structure, which are often seen in high-
resolution movies, do not need to contradict the existence of the predominantly horizontal
magnetic field in prominences. This was indicated, for example, by Chae (2010), who anal-
ysed a quiescent hedgerow prominence observed by Hinode/SOT. Chae (2010) showed that
the falling prominence fine structures, even those with apparent downward velocities of up
to 30 km s−1, typically undergo negligible vertical acceleration. This indicates that even
during the descending phase, prominence fine structures are being supported against gravity
by the horizontal magnetic field. The complex variations of their descending speeds could
then be attributed to small imbalances between gravity and the force of magnetic tension
and to the local reconnection events.

The investigation of the true velocity vectors in the 3D space was further extended by
Schmieder et al. (2017b), who reconstructed 3D trajectories of individual fine structures of
a quiescent prominence observed by IRIS and Hinode/SOT during a coordinated observing
campaign. In the plane-of-the-sky projection the prominence exhibited an apparent helical
structure (around a horizontal axis) with individual knots of prominence plasma moving
along seemingly elliptical trajectories – see Fig. 7. However, Schmieder et al. (2017b) also
derived the full velocity vectors for several dynamic knots following their evolution. To
do so, the authors used a method for reconstruction of velocity vectors in 3D (Zapiór and
Rudawy 2012; Zapiór and Martínez-Gómez 2016) which combines measurements of the
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Fig. 7 3D reconstruction of cool knots trajectories along an helicoidal prominence observed with IRIS pro-
jected on three planes x-y, x-z, y-z. Adapted from Schmieder et al. (2017b)
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plane-of-the-sky positions and the line-of-sight Doppler velocities of individual prominence
fine structures. For a given time interval, a shift of the position of the centroid (centre of
gravity) of individual knots was derived from IRIS slit-jaw images and combined with the
shift along the LOS calculated from the Doppler velocities. Since the starting positions of
the knots along the LOS are not known, the derived 3D trajectories may be shifted by any
arbitrary value along the LOS, but their true 3D shape is conserved. In Fig. 7, we show the
restored 3D trajectories which do not exhibit any helical structure. They are elongated in
the direction of the LOS and nearly parallel to the solar surface. Note that the shapes of all
restored trajectories are similar, which indicates the robustness of the used reconstruction
method. It is only the projection effect which gives an impression of a helical structure in
the plane of the sky.

The understanding of the true movement of prominence plasma in 3D space therefore
has a strong impact on the interpretation of helical or cyclonic dynamics in prominence ob-
servations such as those of Li et al. (2012). This is because in cases when we are seeing
prominence structures along the axis of the flux ropes we are likely subjected to very strong
projection effects. These make the natural movement of prominence plasma along predom-
inantly horizontal magnetic field lines appear as a cyclonic movement of prominence fine
structures. This discrepancy in the perceived and true dynamics of observed prominence
plasma can be better understood when we look at the 3D configuration of the prominence
magnetic field and its significantly varying projections into different observing planes – for
more details see the model of Gunár et al. (2018) discussed in Sect. 6.4.

5.3 Magnetic Fields Inferred from Prominence Dynamics and Spectropolarimetry

In principle, the dynamics of prominence fine structures observed in high-resolution movies
can be used to infer the topology of prominence magnetic fields. This is justified by the
low β value of plasma in prominences. The ionised plasma can thus be safely considered
as attached to the field lines, which means that its movement along the field is easy while
the movement across the field is difficult or impossible. This statement has to be qualified
because it is known that prominences are only partially ionised, being composed of a com-
bination of neutral atoms and ions. In general, neutral atoms such as He I or H I are not tied
to the magnetic field. They are assumed, however, to be temporary states of their ionised
counterparts either due to the high temperatures outside the prominence or due to photoion-
ization. Even then, some diffusion is to be expected, but the estimated and observed veloc-
ities of such diffusion of the neutrals with respect to the magnetic field (see, e.g., Gilbert
et al. 2002, 2007) are too low to explain the observed prominence dynamics. Nevertheless,
as we discussed above, the perceived movements in prominences are inevitably subjected
to varying degrees of projection effects. That means that the inference of the magnetic field
topology from the prominence dynamics alone may be highly unreliable without additional
independent measurements.

The most obvious kind of such measurements is the spectro-polarimetric observations
from which the orientation and strength of the field can be inferred. At present, the two
lines of He I at 10830 Å and 5873 Å (usually referred to as D3) are the preferred lines for
prominence observations. The polarization of these lines is affected by the magnetic fields
through two different phenomena: the Hanle effect (mostly modifying linear polarization)
and the Zeeman effect (introducing circular polarization). Because of the relatively weak
fields of prominences, it is the Hanle effect that produces the larger signals, though it has
been pointed out by Casini et al. (2005) that observing circular polarization and the Zeeman
effect is critical to a reliable inference of the magnetic field vector. One of the difficulties
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Fig. 8 Left: Magnetic field maps of a tornado observed by THEMIS on July 15th, 2014 using the He D3 line.
From top to bottom, maps of field strength, inclination respect to the local vertical and azimuth in the plane
of the sky are shown. Right: Histograms of the inclination respect to the local vertical. Blue bars are pixels
where the inference error is less than 10 degrees; the red line is made with pixels where the inference is larger
than 30 degrees. Adapted from Levens et al. (2016a)

arising during the inference of the magnetic field vectors from polarimetric observations is
the inherent ambiguities affecting the results. The 180-degree ambiguity in measurements
with the Zeeman effect is well known. In the presence of the Hanle effect, a new 90-degree
ambiguity is also possible between solutions symmetric with respect to the Van Vleck’s
angle (López Ariste and Casini 2005). As we discussed in Sect. 4, this ambiguity is respon-
sible for the two conflicting solutions in Martínez González et al. (2015) because the He
10830 Å line is particularly sensitive to this ambiguity (see Casini et al. 2009). One way
to distinguish between such ambiguous solutions is to observe using a second line whose
ambiguities behave in a different manner. The He D3 line is a particularly good candidate.
However, multi-line spectropolarimetric observations in prominences are mostly unavailable
at present.

From the very first use of the Hanle effect as a diagnostic of prominence magnetic fields,
the existence of clearly horizontal fields supporting the plasma has been the norm (see,
e.g., López Ariste et al. 2006). These measurements are in agreement with the theoretical
models of magnetic topologies capable of stably supporting the prominence plasma against
gravity in the solar atmosphere. While this basic paradigm has been put in doubt by the
observations of vertical prominence fine structures, these were nevertheless measured to
have horizontal fields. This can be explained either by the projection effects of a large 3-
dimensional structure onto the plane of the sky or by pile-ups of plasma over field lines
stratified in height. The same is likely true for the so-called prominence tornadoes. While the
plasma in these column-like structures may appear to be aligned along helical trajectories
or even moving along them, careful measurements of the magnetic fields in them show
predominantly horizontal magnetic field topology. For example, measurements by Levens
et al. (2016a) using the He D3 line (which is less sensitive to the 90-degrees ambiguity) show
that in those parts of the observed prominence where errors in the inclination of the field are
smaller than 10 degrees, the measured field is unambiguously horizontal (see right plot of
Fig. 8). While the inherent ambiguities may be part of the explanation of the large errors
in other parts of this prominence, another explanation was found by Levens et al. (2016b).
These authors showed that the measured vertical field inclinations with large error bars could
be explained by a two-component magnetic field in the prominence: a background horizontal
field on top of which a turbulent or random field was added. The resulting profiles could not
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be correctly reproduced by the inversion code, which was limited to a single magnetic field
vector, and the code converged towards a solution at high inclinations but with large error
bars. In summary, when measurements had small error bars, the field was horizontal. Vertical
fields were always associated with large error bars of more than 30 degrees, probably as
the reaction of the inversion algorithm to a background horizontal field plus a turbulent or
chaotic field, both contributing to the measured polarization. Levens et al. (2017) went a little
further and masked off all measurements outside of the ‘tornado’ regions in one particular
prominence simultaneously observed with IRIS and AIA. In the ‘tornado’ the predominance
of horizontal, low-error fields over vertical large-error ones is even larger.

6 Different Explanations for so-Called Prominence Tornadoes:
Theoretical Models

In this section we consider models that both support and refute the idea of rotational mo-
tions in the so-called prominence tornadoes. We also present arguments that quantify the
conditions under which rotational motions in prominences may arise.

6.1 Modelling of the Twisted Magnetic Field and Rotating Plasma of Prominence
Tornadoes

As we describe in Sect. 4, Su et al. (2012) suggested that ‘prominence tornadoes’ have a
twisted magnetic structure with plasma flowing along the magnetic field lines. Based on
these suggestions, Luna et al. (2015) proposed a theoretical model to explain such ‘torna-
does’ associated with prominence barbs. These authors argued that with the combination of
vortical motions and the frozen-in condition, the magnetic field adopts a helical geometry,
with almost-vertical field lines close to the rotation axis (see Fig. 9). In this configuration
gravity is almost aligned with the magnetic field. The magnetic Lorentz force is always per-
pendicular to the field and thus almost perpendicular to gravity. In this situation the heavy
prominence mass can fall down to the solar surface. The authors investigated under which
conditions the prominence mass can be supported against gravity.

The model bears many similarities to astrophysical plasma jets in which the magneto-
centrifugal forces collimate and accelerate the plasma. The structure of the modelled promi-
nence is assumed stationary and axisymmetric around the vertical direction. Cylindrical

Fig. 9 Schematic picture of a
tornado-like magnetic structure
(see Luna et al. 2015). Solid lines
are the three-dimensional
representation of the magnetic
field lines. Dashed lines are the
poloidal field lines in the plane
ϕ = constant
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coordinates (r, ϕ, z) are used, with z coinciding with the rotation axis. All the magnitudes
can be decomposed in poloidal (in the rz-plane) and azimuthal (ϕ-direction) components. In
a stationary regime there must be force balance between magnetic forces, pressure gradient,
gravity and centrifugal terms. However, pressure-gradient cannot contribute to the support
of the plasma against gravity. The reason is that for cool prominence plasma the pressure
scale-height is too small to balance gravity in barbs as tall as those observed. In this situation
the support comes exclusively from magnetic and inertial forces.

The authors computed the relevance of the centrifugal acceleration in contrast with the
gravity and obtained,

r �2

g
≈ 0.06 , (1)

where � is the angular velocity of the ‘prominence tornado’ at radial distance r , and g is
the solar gravity. The values for r and � were obtained from Su et al. (2014). The ratio of
Equation (1) shows that the centrifugal force cannot balance the gravity. The only way to
have centrifugal support of the plasma is then for the field lines to be almost horizontal.

However, allowing for flows in the poloidal direction a new force appears along the
poloidal field lines: the projection of the Lorentz force. Poloidal flows are plasma motions
along the poloidal field lines. In a ‘prominence tornado’, the poloidal direction is almost
parallel to its axis and these flows resemble the motion of the water in a fountain. This
extra force depends on the poloidal velocity, vp, the angular velocity � and the twist of the
magnetic field structure, Bφ/rBp . Luna et al. (2015) found that it is actually possible for the
magnetic force to support and accelerate the cool barb plasma against gravity along the axis
of the prominence tornado under the condition

Bφ

Bp

vp

r �
� 1 . (2)

This relation implies that the structure of the ‘prominence tornado’ would need to be
highly twisted and/or significant poloidal flows would have to be present. Assuming that
the poloidal field lines form 60◦ to the horizontal and that the poloidal flux is not much
larger than the rotational velocity we get that Bφ/Bp is larger than 4. However this ratio
can be much larger depending on the mass distribution along the lines. Thus, the combined
poloidal and azimuthal magnetic field would form about 14◦ or less with the horizontal
indicating a very twisted field.

6.2 Movements of Multiple Fine Structures Creating Rotation-Like Doppler-Shift
Patterns

As we describe in Sect. 5, Doppler-shift patterns resembling a rotation can be plausibly
explained by motions of prominence plasma due to oscillations or counter-streaming flows.
This likely explanation was presented already by Panasenco et al. (2014) and corroborated
by, e.g., Martínez González et al. (2016) and Schmieder et al. (2017a) using Doppler-shift
observations. Naturally, the movements of prominence fine structures caused by oscillations
are not coherent for long periods and can only intermittently lead to the split red-and-blue
Doppler-shift signatures of a rotation. From the results of Schmieder et al. (2017a) and the
survey by Luna et al. (2018a) we can see that prominence oscillations exhibit typical quasi-
periodicities of around one hour and that such oscillations are quite common. Interestingly,
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Fig. 10 From Luna et al. (2016) showing time-sequence evolution of the plasma density (colours) and the
magnetic structure (white lines) at four times. Panel (a) shows the initial configuration at t = 0 when the
longitudinal perturbation is applied. In (b) we see the prominence almost reaching the maximum elongation
of its displacement. In (c) the phase differences between different parts of the structure is clear. In (d) a clear
zig-zag motion of the prominence is shown

these periodicities are in agreement with the quasi-period variations exhibited by the ‘solar
tornadoes’ reported by Su et al. (2012).

To understand the mechanisms of the prominence fine structure oscillations, Luna et al.
(2016) constructed a gravito-acoustic oscillations model with motions of the fine-structure
plasma along the dipped prominence magnetic field. These oscillations are associated with
the projected gravity in the magnetic dips where the prominence resides with a small con-
tribution of the gas-pressure gradients (Luna et al. 2012a; Luna et al. 2012b; Zhang et al.
2013). The model is also called the pendulum model because the motion of the oscillating
prominence fine structures resembles a pendulum where the radius of curvature of the mag-
netic dip plays the role of the rod length. Luna et al. (2016), and later Liakh et al. (2020,
2021), showed that the plasma at each field line moves more or less independently and with
its own period. This produces phase differences between the oscillating fine structures and
a zig-zag shape of the prominence (see Fig. 10). Similar phase differences between differ-
ent heights in the prominence were also found by Zhou et al. (2018) using 3D simulations
of a realistic prominence configuration. This means that even when entire prominences are
disturbed uniformly by external large-scale events (see, e.g., reviews by Tripathi et al. 2009
and Luna et al. 2018a) their individual fine structures, which are located in generally non-
uniform magnetic dips, would naturally oscillate out of phase.

Based on these simulations, we can imagine a simple yet realistic scenario where multi-
ple fine structures move or oscillate along magnetic field lines in the way drawn in Fig. 11.
Such a scenario could easily arise in configurations with multiple fine structures where these
structures do not move identically (see, e.g., Gunár et al. 2008, 2010) either due to non-
coherent oscillations or counter-streaming flows. Therefore, the scenario shown in Fig. 11
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Fig. 11 Panel a) shows a sketch
of a configuration of multiple 2D
vertical fine structures (threads).
Panel b) shows a projection of
such a multi-thread configuration
onto the horizontal x-y plane.
The velocities of individual fine
structures in the direction of the
magnetic field and their
projections into the LOS are
denoted by arrows. Panel c)
shows a sketch of the
Doppler-shift signal obtained
along the slit drawn in panel b)

could happen essentially randomly and relatively often. If we would observe such a config-
uration with a line of sight that is not perpendicular to the direction of the magnetic field
(as in panel b of Fig. 11), a fraction of the velocity along the field lines would be projected
into the LOS. Spectral observations of such a configuration in a line which is more-or-less
optically thin (such as Hα in prominences) would yield a Doppler-shift pattern that would
have dominant red-shift at one end and blue-shift at the other end (such as in the sketch in
panel c of Fig. 11). In the middle of the slit where the signal from many fine structures is
integrated along the LOS, the resulting Doppler shift is near zero (see Appendix B for more
details).

Of course, the scenario sketched here is merely a snapshot of a configuration in which
individual fine structures can, in essence, move randomly. However, with the typical oscilla-
tory periods of around one hour, conditions leading to distinctly red-blue Doppler-shift pat-
terns could possibly last for several tens of minutes. Observations that would steadily show
the red-blue Doppler-shift patterns for such periods of time could then easily be misinter-
preted as signs of a rotation. Clearly, such red-blue patterns would arise only occasionally in
the non-rotating configurations. Most of the time, the obtained patterns would exhibit more
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mixed Doppler-shift signals, which are, in fact, typically observed (see, e.g., Gunár et al.
2012; Zapiór et al. 2015; Schmieder et al. 2017).

We need to note here, that the split Doppler-shift patterns lasting for several tens of
minutes cannot explain the stable red-and-blue patterns present in the Hinode/EIS observa-
tions reported by Su et al. (2014) and Levens et al. (2015). However, these observations are
strongly affected by instrumental artefacts, as we describe in Sect. 5.1.1.

6.3 Morphological Changes Causing a Semblance of a Rotation

Changes in the prominence morphology may occasionally evoke a semblance of rotational
motions projected onto the plane of the sky. This can be demonstrated by the results of
Gunár and Mackay (2015b). These authors studied the evolution of both prominences and
filaments using the 3D Whole-Prominence Fine Structure (WPFS) model. The 3D WPFS
model, developed by Gunár and Mackay (2015a), follows the evolution of the prominence
and filament fine structures caused by the changes in the underlying photospheric magnetic
flux distribution. The plasma of the modelled fine structures is located in dips of the magnetic
field configuration provided by 3D non-linear force-free field simulations of Mackay and
van Ballegooijen (2009). The distributions of the temperature (including the PCTR) and
the pressure of the plasma inserted into the magnetic dips are generated using the iterative
hydrostatic method of Gunár et al. (2013). The synthetic images of the modelled prominence
are produced using the Hα visualization method of Heinzel et al. (2015aa).

In Fig. 12, we highlight the changes in the morphology of the modelled prominence that
might be misinterpreted as signs of a rotation. This time-series of snapshots shows the evo-
lution of the modelled prominence due to changes in the underlying photospheric magnetic
flux configuration. We focus here on the tilt of the brightest part of the simulated promi-
nence (in this case the prominence barb) and on the angle between the estimated axis of
the prominence barb (green dot-dashed lines) and the vertical (white dot-dashed lines). This
angle is changing over time as the barb shifts its tilt from the left to the right. Such a change
could suggest a seemingly rotational motion where the base of a tornado-like prominence is
static while its top swirls around the vertical axis, as sketched in Fig. 12. However, from the
3D model, it is clear that there is no rotational motion of the modelled fine structures and
the perceived tilt of the prominence is a consequence of a rearrangement of these fine struc-
tures caused by the changes in the underlying photospheric flux distribution. The seemingly
rotational movement is thus only a consequence of the natural propensity of our brains to
associate what we momentarily see with what we already know.

6.4 Seemingly Circular Traces of Magnetic Field Lines as a Consequence of
Projection Effects

‘Prominence tornadoes’ that exhibit seemingly cyclonic motions of fine structures around
their horizontal axis parallel to the line of sight (Li et al. 2012, variety) can be also explained
by non-rotational movements of prominence plasma along predominantly horizontal field
lines. Such a scenario, which is consistent with the observational findings of Schmieder et al.
(2017b), was discussed by Gunár et al. (2018). Using the 3D WPFS model, these authors
demonstrated that when the naturally three-dimensional prominences are projected onto a
two-dimensional plane-of-the-sky at certain viewing angles the traces of dipped magnetic
field lines may exhibit circular or elliptical shapes. This is demonstrated in Fig. 13, where we
plot dipped portions of the magnetic field lines of the 3D WPFS model in three orthogonal
projections–onto the horizontal x-y plane (filament view) and the vertical planes x-z and
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Fig. 12 An evolution of a prominence shown as a time-series of synthetic Hα snapshots produced by the 3D
WPFS model of Gunár and Mackay (2015a,b). The green dot-dashed lines highlight the estimated axis of the
brightest part of the prominence in individual snapshots and the white dot-dashed lines denote the vertical.
Sketches on the left depict a scenario in which the tilted axis of the prominence swirls around the vertical.
Dimensions are given in km. This figure is adapted from Fig. 1 of Gunár and Mackay (2015b)

y-z (prominence views). In the projection onto the y-z plane (see its zoomed-in part) it is
clearly visible that the highlighted field lines have circular/elliptical shape. This means that
any prominence fine structure movement that would happen along such field lines would
in this projection appear as a rotational motion similar to that reported by Li et al. (2012).
However, from the projection onto the x-z plane it is obvious that the highlighted field lines
are in fact slightly dipped but dominated by the horizontal component of the field. Therefore,
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Fig. 13 Entire dipped parts of the
field lines of the 3D WPFS model
of Gunár et al. (2018) are plotted
in three orthogonal
projections–onto the x-y, x-z and
y-z planes. The same selected
field lines are highlighted with
colors in all three projections.
Dimensions are in units of
1,000 km. This figure is adapted
from Fig. 8 of Gunár et al. (2018)

any movement of fine structures along these field lines would in fact be predominantly
horizontal.

7 Summary

The term ‘tornado’ was used in recent years to describe various solar phenomena, ranging
from large-scale eruptive prominences to small-scale photospheric vortices. The swirling
fine-structure motions visible during prominence eruptions, which may be evocative of the
name ‘tornado’ are generally accepted to be the manifestations of the unwinding of the
twisted prominence magnetic field configurations during the eruption. As such, these rota-
tional motions are neither coherent nor sustained for long periods. Therefore, in our opinion,
they do not warrant the name of the terrestrial phenomena, and are not the subject of this
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work. Neither are the small-scale photospheric and chromospheric vortex flows that are
short-lived but seem to be abundant in the lower solar atmosphere, and can be identified
down to the resolution limit of the current instrument and simulations. As such, these vor-
tices are not directly associated with prominences, as we make clear in their description
in Sect. 2. In this paper, we focus on the generally stable quiescent prominences, some of
which were named ‘tornadoes’ by Pettit (see Sect. 3 for a detailed historical overview). This
name was recently re-applied to prominences, starting a renewed interest in this fascinating
topic – see Sect. 4.

Even in the case of quiescent prominences, ‘tornado’ is used as a name for two distinct
configurations observed above the solar limb: vertical column-like structures (e.g., Su et al.
2012; Wedemeyer et al. 2013a), and horizontal cylindrical structures viewed along their axis
(e.g. Li et al. 2012). In the first case, the notion of rotation around the vertical axis of the
column-like prominences comes from the Doppler-shift patterns derived from spectroscopic
measurements. In the second case, helical motions of fine structures along the horizontal axis
parallel to the line of sight seem to be apparent from high-cadence imaging observations.
However, as we demonstrate in this work, there is ample observational (Sect. 5) and the-
oretical (Sect. 6) evidence which strongly suggests that none of the so-called ‘prominence
tornadoes’ are rotating in a sustained and coherent manner.

Let us first focus on the horizontal ‘tornadoes’ of Li et al. (2012) variety. In these promi-
nences, which we observe along their horizontal axis, several authors identified movements
of fine structures following helical trajectories. Such cyclonic dynamics may loosely evoke
the image of terrestrial tornadoes, albeit horizontal ones. However, reconstructions of the
true 3D trajectories of such moving prominence fine structures (see Sect. 5.2) show that the
perceived rotational movements are likely a consequence of the projection into the plane-
of-the-sky. The dominant part of the velocity vector of the reconstructed trajectories of the
observed prominence fine structures is typically horizontal (Schmieder et al. 2017). This
is further corroborated by the theoretical 3D modelling of Gunár et al. (2018) discussed in
Sect. 6.4. These authors showed that traces of otherwise predominantly horizontal magnetic
field lines can in certain projections appear distinctly helical. Perspective and the projection
effects thus play a large role in the visual impression of rotation in these prominences.

When we look at the column-like prominences of Su et al. (2012) and Wedemeyer et al.
(2013a) variety, there are two main characteristics that evoke the name ‘tornado’. The first
is the shape of the silhouettes of prominences visible especially in the AIA 171 Å and 193
Å channels. These silhouettes appear as slim vertical columns, sometimes with a funnel-like
top. However, while these suggestive shapes are visible in some wavelengths, they are not
present in others (notably in the optically thick channels such as 304 Å), even in the case
of the same observed prominences. Moreover, Su et al. (2012) or Wedemeyer et al. (2013a)
found a clear correspondence between the dark columns of prominences and the barbs (or
legs) of filaments observed on the solar disk. This suggests that filament barbs may at certain
wavelengths and at certain projection angles appear as isolated funnel-like structures.

Furthermore, there are no direct measurements of rotation in the imaging observations of
the column-like prominences. The notion of rotation comes from split red-and-blue Doppler-
shift patterns, or is inferred from the presence of nearby photospheric vortices (observed on
the disk several days prior to the prominence observations) or the swirling fine-structure mo-
tions when prominences eventually erupt. The split Doppler-shift patterns, where one side
of the vertical prominence shows ‘red’ and the other side ‘blue’ LOS velocities are thus the
second aspect evoking the name ‘tornado’. Such patterns could be taken as a sign of rotation
of entire column-like structures around their vertical axis, if sustained for long periods of
time and unequivocally proven not to be caused by instrumental artefacts – see the discus-
sion of the instrumental effects caused by the chromatic PSF of Hinode/EIS in Sect. 5.1.1.
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However, such an explanation is only one of the possible scenarios leading to the split red-
and-blue Doppler-shift patterns. Especially in the case when the column-like appearance is
just a projection of slab-like prominence barbs, similar patterns can arise from an expansion
(or contraction) of the entire prominence. In and even more likely scenario, prominence
fine structure oscillations or the presence of counter-streaming flows can also lead to the
split red-and-blue Doppler-shift patterns, as we also discuss in Sect. 6.2. These are, how-
ever, continually changing and resemble rotation of entire prominences only occasionally
and by coincidence. For example, Martínez González et al. (2016) or Kucera et al. (2018)
concluded that if the signs of rotation exist in the complex environment of the dynamic
prominence fine structures, they are intermittent. However, the observed Doppler-shift pat-
terns are more consistent with either the motions of discrete structures making up the barb
or with oscillations. Therefore, the coincidental and localised signatures of the perceived
rotation cannot be taken as an unequivocal sign of a sustained rotation of entire prominence
structures.

This is further corroborated by the measurements of the prominence magnetic field that
generally confirm the presence of horizontal fields – see Sect. 5.3. Only some prominence
magnetic field measurements seem to support the idea of helical magnetic field structure
spiralling along the vertical axis of prominences. However, due to the inherent ambiguities
of the magnetic field inference, these results rely on rather strong assumptions.

8 Conclusions

This careful review of the publications presenting the recent observational data and the-
oretical models leads us to conclude that there are no sustained and coherent rotational
movements in the prominence structures referred to as ‘tornadoes’. The visual impression
of helical movements of prominence fine structures and the measured split red-and-blue
Doppler-shift patterns can easily be explained by projection effects and the presence of
oscillations and/or counter-streaming flows. This conclusion also respects the overwhelm-
ing number of measurements of horizontal prominence magnetic fields and confirms the
magnetic topology that has been demonstrated to be able to support the dense prominence
plasma in a stable manner. ‘Prominence tornados’ thus do not differ in any substantial way
from other solar prominences. In fact, they are manifestations of the same complex solar
phenomena, just observed in two specific projections. These significantly different views of
the same phenomena, compounded by the presence of dynamics and simple yet profoundly
distorting projection effects may sometimes play havoc with our intuitive understanding
of perceived shapes and movements, understanding that was trained by evolution on solid
objects that surround us. Therefore, there is no need for the distinct category of ‘tornado’
prominences.

More so, there is no need for the term ‘tornado’ when referring to prominences. This is
because, when the name is used, it brings to mind the atmospheric column-like vortices of
very fast sustained speeds that propagate downwards from large rotating clouds. Terrestrial
tornadoes appear dark in the contrast to the bright daylight sky and surrounding clouds but
the air in them is not significantly heavier than that in the tornado vicinity. The opacity of
the atmospheric tornadoes is caused by the presence of dust, moisture, and debris. And,
of course, there is no magnetic field to consider. These are characteristics that are unlike
those of solar prominences, where the rotation is intermittent (if present at all) and the dense
prominence material must be supported against the gravity. Therefore, the use of the name
‘tornado’ when referring to prominences may cause us to search for evidence supporting our
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mental image of atmospheric tornadoes where no such evidence is present. To justify the
analogy with terrestrial tornadoes we would need to find prominences exhibiting coherent
and fast rotational motions for their entire lifetimes. Only in such a case the term ‘tornado’
will not lead to confusion and unnecessary over-interpretation of observations.

Of course, the available observational data are still limited. One of the most critical limit-
ing factors is the fact that, apart from instances when, thanks to STEREO (Solar TErrestrial
RElations Observatory; Kaiser et al. 2008) spacecraft, we could observe the same promi-
nences from several different angles (see, e.g., Bemporad 2011), we had to rely only on a
single viewing angle at a time. However, as the present paper demonstrates, the role of the
perspective and projection effects in understanding of the nature of prominences is crucial.

Therefore, to further confirm the conclusions of this work, we will take advantage of
the capabilities of Solar Orbiter (Müller et al. 2020) to provide multi-angle observations of
prominences/filaments. In the future, such multi line-of-sight observations will be greatly
enhanced by the planned mission at L5. Ideally, having simultaneous observations from
three vantage points – Earth/L1/SDO, L5, and Solar Orbiter when observing from out of the
ecliptic – would provide the ultimate test as to whether prominence tornadoes exist or not.

Appendix A: Dark Prominence Features in the SDO/AIA Coronal
Channels

It may seem counter-intuitive that we can observe the cool plasma of prominences in the
hot coronal channels of SDO/AIA and other EUV imagers, such as Extreme-Ultraviolet
Imaging Telescope (EIT; Delaboudinière et al. 1995) onboard the Solar and Heliospheric
Observatory (SOHO) or the Extreme Ultraviolet Imager (EUI; Rochus et al. 2020) onboard
Solar Orbiter. The EUV coronal emission visible in the AIA 171 Å and 193 Å channels is
formed at temperatures around and above 1 MK while the cool plasma constituting the cores
of prominence fine structures is below 10,000 K. However, the cool prominence material
present in the corona attenuates the coronal EUV radiation by two mechanisms: absorption
and emissivity blocking.

In the first case, the reduction of the observed coronal brightness stems from the fact that
the radiation of all EUV lines with wavelengths below the head of the hydrogen Lyman con-
tinuum at 912 Å can be absorbed by neutral hydrogen, which is abundant in cool prominence
structures (Schmahl and Orrall 1979). For even shorter wavelengths additional absorption
by neutral helium can occur (below 504 Å), and for very short wavelengths (below 228 Å)
singly ionised helium will also contribute under specific conditions. As was described in
detail by, e.g., Anzer and Heinzel (2005), this absorption is the photoionization of H I, He I,
and He II atoms by the coronal EUV radiation. As these authors showed, in prominences the
optical thickness of the resonance continua of H I, He I, and He II at the wavelengths covered
by the 171 Å or 193 Å channels of AIA is comparable to the optical thickness of the Hα

line.
The secondary contributing mechanism is called emissivity blocking, also known as vol-

ume blocking in, e.g. Anzer and Heinzel (2005). The emissivity-blocking effect occurs be-
cause the prominence material present in the corona does not emit any EUV radiation from
the volume occupied by the cool plasma, while the surrounding corona emits from its entire
volume. This causes an additional reduction of the intensity emanating from the location of
the observed prominence compared to the surrounding corona.

These two mechanisms together reduce the background coronal radiation enough to re-
veal the structure of prominences as dark silhouettes against the bright coronal background
(see, e.g., Kucera et al. 1998; Schmieder et al. 2004, for more details).
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Appendix B: Optically Thick and Optically Thin Diagnostics of
Spectral-Line Doppler Shifts

In this appendix we first describe the general use of the LOS velocity diagnostics using
the Doppler shifts of optically thick and optically thin spectral lines. In the later part we
focus on the properties of the spectral lines observed by IRIS. It is important to remember
that velocities derived from Doppler shifts do not always provide true information about the
LOS component of the velocity of the observed plasma structures. This is caused by several
factors, from which the most important is the optical thickness of the observed plasma in the
observed spectral line.

B.1 Optically Thick Case

In the optically very thick case, the observed spectral line is produced in a narrow region
closest to the observer (with a caveat we will describe later). This means that the Doppler
shift of such a spectral line provides information about the true LOS velocity of that partic-
ular region. However, we do not gain any insight into the movement of the plasma beyond
this region unless the spectral line in question is narrow and thus very sensitive to the veloc-
ity. Then we can obtain complex profiles with a contribution from deeper regions. This was
demonstrated for example by Heinzel et al. (2014, 2015bb) who showed that the complex,
multi-peak Mg II h&k profiles (see Fig. 14) observed in prominences by IRIS can be ex-
plained by the presence of different plasma structures moving with different LOS velocities.
Multi-peaked Mg II h&k profiles were also produced by Tei et al. (2020) and Gunár et al.
(2022) using multi-thread models with stochastic LOS dynamics. We note that the decreased
intensity of the side peaks (Fig. 14) can be explained by the Doppler dimming effect in the
Mg II h&k lines described for example by Heinzel et al. (2015bb). While we do not focus on
the Doppler dimming/brightening effect here, we note that this effect may also influence the
Doppler-shift analysis of the LOS velocities by modifying the complexity of the line profile
asymmetries.

We should now ask why we can obtain information from the plasma located beyond
the first plasma structure even in optically very thick case? This is due to the fact that the
observed plasma is optically very thick only near the centre of a spectral line. The opti-
cal thickness decreases away from the line centre to values well below unity in far wings.
Therefore, in the wings of optically thick spectral lines we can ‘see beyond’ the first struc-
ture in which the centre of the line is formed. If the difference between the LOS velocities

Fig. 14 Left: An example of observed multi-peaked Mg II k profile obtained by IRIS (adapted from
Schmieder et al. 2014b). Right: Simulated multi-peaked Mg II k profile (adapted from Heinzel et al. 2015bb)
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of individual plasma structures causes a Doppler shift comparable or larger than the FWHM
(Full Width at Half-Maximum) of the considered spectral line in a single structure, then we
can easily identify individual components of complex, multi-peak observed profiles, such
as in the case of Heinzel et al. (2015bb, Fig. 1) or Ruan et al. (2018, Fig. 14). On the other
hand, if the difference between the LOS velocities of these plasma structures is significantly
smaller than the FWHM of a single structure, the resulting spectral line profile will appear
strongly asymmetric or reversed. The LOS velocity derived from the Doppler shift of an
entire line profile in such a case does not convey information about the absolute LOS veloc-
ity of the nearest, or any other individual plasma structure, but of a superposition of all of
them. Therefore, if such an asymmetric profile is analysed in the context of a single moving
plasma structure, the obtained Doppler-shift velocity does not provide a truly accurate mea-
surement. The difference between the true LOS velocities of individual plasma structures
and the apparent Doppler-shift velocity derived from their superposition may be significant.

The described analysis of the optically thick spectral lines is further complicated by the
fact that such spectral lines, for example Mg II h&k or hydrogen Lyman lines, are often
naturally reversed due to the behaviour of their source functions. This means that it may be
impossible to distinguish between a two-component spectral line formed when two inde-
pendent plasma structures move with different LOS velocities and a single-component but
naturally reversed spectral line from a single plasma structure. An example may be found
in Gunár et al. (2008), where the authors studied asymmetries of hydrogen Lyman line pro-
files caused by movement of multiple prominence plasma structures with stochastic LOS
velocities. These authors showed that the strong and sometimes even opposite asymmetries
in different Lyman lines can be caused by realistic, relatively low stochastic LOS velocities
of individual fine structures and not by several times larger LOS velocity of a supposedly
uniform plasma structure. However, we note that it might be possible to distinguish be-
tween multi-component and single-component cases when two (or more) spectral lines are
analysed together. An example of such a pair of spectral lines are Mg II h&k and C II lines
observed by IRIS.

B.2 Optically Thin Case

In the optically thin case the information about the LOS movement of all plasma structures
propagates through the entire observed medium and is integrated into the final spectral line
profile. This means that the resulting profile contains a superposition of Doppler shifts from
all individual plasma structures. If these structures again move with sufficiently different
LOS velocities (producing Doppler shifts comparable or larger than the FWHM of a sin-
gle structure) we will observe clearly separated individual spectral line components. We
are then able to derive the true LOS velocities of individual plasma structures. However,
if these structures move with LOS velocities which do not cause sufficiently large Doppler
shifts, the resulting profile will be broadened and generally asymmetric. Moreover, we can
imagine a simple scenario in which two “identical” plasma structures move with equal but
opposite LOS velocities. In such a case, the resulting spectral profile might be even symmet-
ric and centred around the zero (rest) wavelength. This means that we would not measure
any Doppler shift and thus assume that we observe a single, stationary plasma structure
while we are observing two structures with potentially significant LOS velocities. Such sce-
nario was discussed for example by Gunár et al. (2012). Of course, in reality the situation
in observations is even more complex. This simple example just illustrates that information
about the LOS velocities derived from Doppler shifts is not always robust.
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From the differences between optically thin and thick cases it is clear that in many cir-
cumstances we will obtain different LOS velocities derived from Doppler shifts when dif-
ferent optically thick and optically thin spectral lines are used. This is illustrated for exam-
ple by the work of Ruan et al. (2018), which shows that the LOS velocities derived from
Doppler shifts of the Mg II h&k profiles observed by IRIS can be different (often larger)
than those derived from the Hα observations. This again demonstrates that the LOS velocity
diagnostics employing the analysis of the spectral-line Doppler shifts need to be approached
with caution and only detailed radiative-transfer simulations can help to distinguish various
situations.
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